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Greenshoots visible 

Continuing with our Real Estate Knowledge Series, we hosted the Real Estate – 

Emerging Trends – APAC and India Call with JLL India CEO and Country Head 

Mr Ramesh Nair and JLL, APAC Director of Research, Mr Roddy Allan. Whilst the 

near-term data points remain weak as the Indian economy grapples with COVID-

19 headwinds, we are seeing incremental positive news flows on the following: (1) 

large occupiers are showing interest in leasing new space in Southern India; (2) 

recent Sobha 1QFY21 pre-sales numbers have been better than expectations (65% 

of pre-COVID levels); (3) malls are gradually opening, and consumption is 

picking up; (4) very few office occupiers have invoked force majeure; (5) rental 

negotiations for renewals have started; (6) rent collection in office remains at 90% 

plus; (7) construction on new supply has been delayed/postponed to manage the 

supply/demand equilibrium. These pointers paint a positive picture. Risks 

emanating from the work-from-home move are not yet visible on the ground and 

will gradually emerge; de-densification is the near-term savior, which shall 

restrain the increase in vacancies, and further consolidation will aid Tier1 

developers. Pricing may remain soft as landlords will not risk losing revenue. We 

are positive on mixed-use plays with DLF, Prestige Est and Brigade as top bets.       

Office – consolidation is the theme  

 In Hong Kong, Beijing, and Shanghai, rentals have dropped by 9%/4%/2.6% 

QoQ, driven mainly by incremental supply. Indian office markets recorded a 

45%/41% 1HCY20 drop in absorption/supply YoY. The lockdown has hindered 

inspection/commitment of new leasing. Vacancy is likely to go up, and demand 

may remain tepid in the near term. Lease restructuring, renegotiation and 

renewals have already started. Consequently, landlords will have to support 

their tenants to retain them as switching costs of a tenant leaving is high. JLL 

client survey suggests around 5-22% of employees may work permanently from 

home, indicating that office demand is likely to firm up as situation normalizes. 

Current office space can accommodate 40-45% of employees with current social 

distancing norms. Market growth and rental growth are expected to be limited 

over the next two years.   

Residential – Sentiment improving, pent up demand at play  

 Sales rebounded in Beijing and sentiment is improving in HK. The COVID-

induced lockdown is still impacting while Bangkok demand is lacklustre. In 

Indian markets, the 1HCY20 sales/launches were down 51%/24% YoY. 

Developers of luxury apartments are offering a 10-12% discount. Developers of 

mid-market and affordable housing are offering a 5-7% discount. Flexible 

payment terms are being offered with a 6-7% discount. The silver lining is that 

cancellations are few. In May, the Tier 1 developers were reporting about 40% of 

pre-COVID sales, while Tier 2 developers were at 20% of pre-COVID sales. June 

sales have been better than those of April and May. The market may consolidate 

further with Top 10 developers.        

Retail, Hospitality worst-hit whilst Warehousing is seeing a good uptick  

 Discretionary spends have been hit hard by the lockdown. Retail recovery may 

get further pushed beyond Diwali. Tenants will have to offer good discounts for 

getting back footfalls, which are tepid now. The good news is that price 

negotiations have been settled amicably. In China, mall consumption is back to 

60% of pre-COVID levels. JLL expects cap rates, lending rates and debt-equity 

funding mix to deteriorate in the near term for the sector. Hospitality will suffer 

until a COVID-19 vaccine is out and needs government support. Warehousing is 

seeing good demand as online retailers are doing well in the lockdown.   

 

Company 

MCap 

(Rs 

bn) 

CMP 

(Rs) 
Reco. 

TP 

(Rs  

/sh) 

DLF 381.8 153 BUY 219 

Oberoi  135 369 BUY 538 

Prestige Est 85.7 215 BUY 280 

Brigade Ent 31.2 155 BUY 213 

Sobha Ltd 22.2 242 BUY 348 

Kolte Patil 12.5 166 BUY 240 
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Commercial  

APAC 

 Office sector saw transactions stalled both on lease and sale side, although 

there has been recent pick up in China. While Prelim nos suggest rents have 

corrected, Hongkong is most impacted where rents have come down as 

much as 9% QoQ.  Rents in Beijing and Shanghai came down by 4% and 

2.6% respectively. However, supply is playing a key part on correction in 

rentals in these parts.  

 One question that has been asked is that will Covid-19 lead to extinction 

office space as we know it. The answer is no. Smaller houses (avg. home size 

in Hongkong is 40 sqm vs 138 sqm in Manhattan), corporates need for 

innovation and organizational culture makes offices important element. 

Similar question was raised at the advent of internet around ’95, but now 

there is 5 times more office space since then.  

 JLL conducted a survey amongst 1,500 employees across corporates in 

APAC. In answer to question “What do you miss the most about office 

when working from home”, respondents answered human interaction, 

social engagement with colleague, professional environment, and face to 

face work and clear distinction between personal and professional life.  JLL 

also asked flip questions “What do you enjoy the most about working from 

home”, 49% said less commute time and 45% cited flexible hours. 

India 

 In the first half absorption (1HCY20) dropped by 45% YoY and supply by 

41%. Lockdown has hindered inspection or commitment of new spaces. 

Tenants are also delaying decision of moving or expanding. Hence vacancy 

is likely to go up and demand is likely to remain tepid.   

  Lease restructuring, renegotiation and renewals have already started. 

Tenants have asked for increase in rent free period, reduction in CAM 

charges during lock down and revision in lease agreement terms signed pre 

Covid-19. Also asking for extension of lease, more benchmarking data, 

reduced space, extended option periods and flexibility in lock in periods.  

Consequently landlords will have to support their tenants to retain them as 

switching costs of a tenant leaving is high. 

  Some employers have reported better productivity in working from home. 

Productivity levels were reasonably high in April-20 but that has come 

down in May-20 and June-20. The success of WFH will depend on 

productivity in midterm. Also concern on data leakage, security breaches, 

malware- ransom ware attack, breach of privacy and absence of WFH policy 

could dissuade corporates from implementing work from home. On the 

employee side key positives of working from home have been savings in 

travel costs, more free time with family and lower real estate costs. However 

when JLL asked question to many of their clients that what percentage of 

employee would work from home permanently after the situation became 

normal, it was around 5-22%, indicating that office demand is likely to firm 

up as situation normalizes. 
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 Landlords will also have to upgrade their offices to meet current 

requirements and developers will have to build more smarter and intelligent 

buildings. Capex would increase for developers of under construction 

building. Traditional landlords are expected to enter in flexible office space. 

While social distancing and restrictions on public transport will limit 

demand for office space, it is estimated that current office space can 

accommodate 40-45% of employees with current social distancing norms. 

Market growth and rental growth are expected to be limited over the next 2 

years. 

Residential 

APAC 

 Across market, residential launches took a pause but have seen robust 

activity in China post opening up. On the sale side, residential has shown 

resilience as pent up demand is being released after lockdown. Sales 

rebounded in Beijing with loosening of financial situation and temporary 

discounts. Sentiments are also picking up in Hongkong. However, 

Singapore market remains lacklustre as it is still in lockdown. Similar 

situation in Bangkok where there is lax demand due to low customer 

sentiment. 

India 

 In 1HCY20, sales were down 51% and launches were down 24% YoY. Home 

loans are at a 15 year low. New launches have been delayed due to labour, 

liquidity and related issues. Price correction and further consolidation are 

likely to happen. Buying decisions are likely to be delayed due to safety, 

health and wellness concern. However fundamentals remain strong. 

  Buyers today look at stability of their income, age of construction, 

reputation of builder and home loan interest rate before taking a decision. 

Urbanization is likely to continue but buyers would look to move away from 

dense part of a city to suburban areas. 

 On the other side developers are looking to off load ready inventory and 

customizing their apartment size. Launches have been very limited and are 

now being done at realistic price.  New launches will see more outdoor 

space, study room, better broadband, and business centre in same building 

and quarantine centres. 

 Price correction has been happening for last 4 years and time value 

correction has already been priced in. From 2010 to 2020 period, top 7 

markets have recorded 41% increase in price. Real impact on pricing will be 

visible in next 1-2 months. Developers with better balance sheet will hold up 

prices. Developers of luxury apartments are offering 10-12% discount. 

Developers of mid-market and affordable housing are offering 5-7% 

discount. Flexible payment terms are being offered with 6-7% discount. 

Further room for price correction are very limited.  

 Silver lining is that there have not been many cancellations. There has been 

good traction from completed inventory and also in affordable housing 

however there is not much activity in under construction projects in terms of 

sales. In May, Tier 1 developers are reporting about 40% of pre-Covid sales, 

Tier 2 developers at 20% pre-Covid sales. June sales have been better than 

April and May. There has been renewed interest from NRI customers and 

this is good opportunity for home buyers. We expect pent up demand once 

lockdown is truly lifted. 
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Retail  

APAC 

 Discretionary spends have collapsed more compared to general spend but 

there also seeing pick up as markets open up. Consumer sentiment and 

travel restrictions are playing heavily on the retail market. China is seeing 

some signs of improvement now. Rentals have corrected dramatically in 

most of the key markets, particularly in Hongkong where rents have 

corrected by 13% in the quarter. Consumption has picked up in greater 

China after initial sluggishness and is now at 60% of pre-Covid level.  

India 

 Retail has been hit the hardest similar to hotels. Some retailers are expected 

to get bankrupt leading to increase in vacancy levels. While landlords and 

tenants have reached reasonable understanding in some malls, Govt support 

will be key to boost consumption. Revival which was earlier expected 

around Diwali will get pushed out. 

 Wherever malls have opened up, foot fall has been much less compared to 

pre-covid level. In some cases, supply chain disruption has led to product 

shortages. Retailers are facing competition from ecommerce and some 

shoppers will permanently shift towards e-commerce. Multiplexes 

whenever open up will face competition from OTT players. Revenue share 

dynamic going forward will change massively at least for short term and 

mid-term. 

 Construction delays are beginning to happen to align with current scenario 

and further consolidation is likely between mall operators. Grade B malls 

will be hit more than grade A malls. Developers may have to offer fit out 

subsidy to attract quality retailers. Rental support to retailers is need of the 

hour. Some developers have waived 100% rent during lock down. From the 

retailers end, they need to offer deep discount to lure consumer back and 

communicate with customers to instil confidence. There will be change in 

shopping habits as shopping will be more focused leading to higher 

conversion rate. Customers are looking at a touch free shopping experience 

which will require more capex. Activity is likely to pick up as restrictions are 

eased and more shopping hours are permitted. 

Investment 

APAC  

 While 2QCY20 nos are still being firmed up, investment deals were down 

26% in 1Q. Going into Covid-19, investors took a pause and went into wait 

and see approach. Investment activity halted as challenges were there to 

carry out due diligence because of travel restrictions. However deals have 

picked later part of the quarter.  

India 

 Uncertainty has hit investment volume in the short term. Rental yield is 

going to get re-priced for income producing assets and is likely to move 

northwards, but not too much, about 50-100bps. Rent reduction and 

escalation uncertainty is stalling transactions. Cost of debt capital has gone 

up by 150-200bps as risk premium for real estate has gone up. Debt to equity 

is changing especially for under construction assets, from 70:30 earlier to 

50:50 now.  
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 Loan to developers during Jan-May period have come down from Rs 1.1tn 

in 2018 to Rs 300bn in 2020 during the same period. JV deals are getting 

renegotiated. New stress funds are getting into the market. Developers stuck 

with land loans especially from NBFC’s are liquidating assets due to their 

liquidity issues. But due to high LTV, some of these deals are not getting 

consummated.  

 Availability of LRD capital has increased but at lower tenors (10 vs15 years 

earlier). Cross border capital will flow to safer markets. Sale and Leaseback 

has started happening especially in economically impacted sectors.  

 Interest and currency fluctuation will discourage cross border flow of 

capital. NBFCs will further be impacted. Everyone is focusing on top 10 

percent of developers. Land valuation has already started dropping. 

Developers who bought land in CY16-17 will be in more trouble as they 

were peak years for land prices.  Investors are currently in price discovery 

and asset management phase. Today’s buyers are focusing on must trade 

assets. Domestically, India does not have a strong pool of bidders which is 

also impacting asset sales. 

Hospitality 

India 

 It is matter of survival for hotels and revival will begin once travel resumes 

and when there is less fear and apprehension. Possible second wave is 

impacting recovery. Hotels which have high exposure to debt will face 

temporary closure leading to sale. Some hotel owners have started to think 

of alternate usage of hotels. Massive consolidation is expected in the 

industry. This sector will only recover once a vaccine is available widely. 

 Hotel revenues in India is not just about filling up rooms but also 

banqueting and social events which will take time even after hotels open up. 

One positive thing is when last time recession hit in 2008, close to 100K 

rooms were under construction. But this time that number stands at around 

25k only so it will not be too much of oversupply. Outbound wealthy Indian 

traveller will not be able to go abroad for next few quarters, so will probably 

fill up luxury rooms in India to some extent.   

 Occupancy down to 14% in May vs 65% last year in the same period. ARR 

Rs 3,350 vs Rs 5,300 in May last year. RevPAR at Rs 481 vs Rs 3,300 in May 

last year. Majority operators believe that it will take 13-24 months for their 

portfolio to bounce back. Developers of some luxury hotels have pushed 

their opening by 18 months. Key business cities likely to see early pick up. 

Financial stress will be more pronounced once lockdown is lifted as travel is 

unlikely to pick up soon.     
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Warehousing 

India 

 This is the least hit sector. Companies have started to think about 

diversifying production base. China+1 strategy is likely to catch up. Many 

countries are competing for that and India has chance to be that partner. 

This is the golden opportunity for govt of India to make “Make in India” 

work, as we have much larger pool of labour, bigger consumer market and 

much larger economy. Skill intensive sectors like auto components, 

engineering goods, pharma are likely to do well.     

 E-commerce and grocery demand has gone up which is helping the 

warehousing industry. Omni channel retailing is also helping the industry. 

Reshoring and near sourcing will happen which means domestication of 

production and supply from domestic players. There are some labour and 

driver shortage but that has been improving.  
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Rating Criteria   

BUY: >+15% return potential 

ADD: +5% to +15% return potential 

REDUCE:   -10% to +5% return potential 

SELL:   > 10% Downside return potential 
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